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Abstract

We study that over a certain type of trees (e.g., all trees or all binary trees) with a given n
of vertices, which trees minimize or maximize the total number of subtrees (or subtrees with at le
one leaf). Trees minimizing the total number of subtrees (or subtrees with at least one leaf) usu
maximize the Wiener index, and vice versa. In [L.A. Székely, H. Wang, Binary trees with the la
number of subtrees, submitted for publication], we described the structure of binarytrees maximizing
the total number of subtrees, here we provide a formula for this maximum value. We extend h
results from [L.A. Székely, H. Wang, Binary trees with the largest number of subtrees, submit
publication] to binary trees maximizing the total number of subtrees with at least one leaf—th
first investigated by Knudsen [Lecture Notes in Bioinformatics, vol. 2812, Springer-Verlag,
433–446] to provide upper bound for the time complexity of his multiple parsimony alignment wit
affine gap cost using a phylogenetic tree.

Also, we show that the techniques of [L.A. Székely, H. Wang, Binary trees with the largest nu
of subtrees, submitted for publication] can be adapted to the minimization of Wiener index amon
binary trees, first solved in [M. Fischermann, A. Hoffmann, D. Rautenbach, L.A. Székely, L.
mann, Discrete Appl. Math. 122 (1–3) (2002) 127–137] and [F. Jelen, E. Triesch, Discrete
Math. 125 (2-3) (2003) 225–233].

Using the number of subtrees containing a particular vertex, we define thesubtree core of the tree,
a new concept analogous to, but different from the concepts ofcenter andcentroid.
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1. Terminology and notation

All graphs in this paper will be finite, simple and undirected. Atree T = (V ,E) is
a connected, acyclic graph. We refer to vertices of degree 1 ofT as leaves. The unique
path connecting two verticesv, u in T will be denoted byPT (v,u). For a treeT and
two verticesv, u of T , thedistance dT (v,u) between them is the number of edges on
connecting pathPT (v,u). For a vertexv of T , define thedistance of the vertex as

gT (v) =
∑

u∈V (T )

dT (v,u),

the sum of distances fromv to all other vertices. Let

σ(T ) = 1

2

∑
v∈V (T )

gT (v)

denote theWiener index of T , which is the sum of distances for all unordered pairs
vertices.

We call a tree(T , r) rooted at the vertex r (or denote just byT if it is clear what the
root is) by specifying a vertexr ∈ V (T ). For any two different verticesu, v in a rooted tree
(T , r), we say thatv is a successor of u, if PT (r,u) ⊂ PT (r, v). Furthermore, ifu andv

are adjacent to each other anddT (r, u) = dT (r, v) − 1, we say thatu is aparent of v andv

is achild of u.
If v is any vertex of a rooted tree(T , r), let T (v), the subtree induced by v, denote the

rooted subtree ofT that is induced byv and all its successors inT , and is rooted atv.
The height of a vertexv of a rooted treeT with root r is hT (v) = dT (r, v), and the

height of a rooted treeT is h(T ) = maxv∈T hT (v), the maximum height of vertices.
A binary tree is a treeT such that every vertex ofT has degree 1 or 3. Arooted binary

tree is a treeT with root r, which has exactly two children, while every other vertex oT

has degree 1 or 3. A rooted binary treeT is complete, if it has heighth and 2h leaves for
someh � 0. In addition, we also take a single vertex to be a rooted binary tree of hei

A caterpillar tree is a tree, which has a path, such that every vertex not on the p
adjacent to some vertex on the path. Abinary caterpillar tree is a caterpillar tree, which i
also a binary tree.

For a treeT and a vertexv of T , let fT (v) denote the number of subtrees ofT that
containv, let F(T ) denote the number of non-empty subtrees ofT .

2. Introduction

In [10] we characterized the binary tree onn vertices with the largest number of su
trees. We observe that the very same tree minimizes the Wiener index among bina
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onn vertices, according to [4,5]. In Section 3 weextend this analogy further, but also pro
that there is no monotone relationship between the number of subtrees and the Wie
dex.

In [10] we did not give a formula for the largest number of subtrees that a binary tr
n vertices can have. We provide now such a formula in Section 5. To give such a for
we had to introduce our alternative binary representation of integers in Section 4
sequence described by our formula seems not to be present in the On-Line Encyc
of Integer Sequences [9].

In Section 6 we recall two basic lemmas from [10] and use these lemmas to sho
caterpillar trees onn vertices have the smallest number of subtrees among binary tre
n vertices. These lemmas and their versions provide the most important tools for [1
also for the present paper.

In Section 7 we sketch that the cited results from [4,5] also can be obtained by a slig
variation of our method of [10].

Knudsen [7] provided a multiple parsimony alignment with affine gap cost using a ph
logenetic tree. In bounding the time complexity of his algorithm, a factor was the nu
of so-called “acceptable residue configuration”. In our terms, it is the number of subtre
containing at least one original leaf vertex. Knudsen estimated the maximum num
acceptable residue configurations among all binary trees. In Section 8 we show that
binary trees which have the largest number of subtrees, also have the largest num
acceptable residue configurations. We provide a formula this largest number, and also
analogues for all earlier results on subtrees for subtrees with at lest one leaf vertex.

In Section 9 we introduce a new concept for the “middle of the tree”, thesubtree core.
We show that it differs from the concept of center and centroid.

In Section 10 we discuss the possibility of a coherent theory generalizing the r
discussed in this paper.

3. Extremal trees for the number of subtrees

It is well known that the Wiener index among trees onn vertices is minimized by the sta
K1,n−1 and is maximized by then-vertex pathPn−1, see Entringer, Jackson, and Sny
[3], or Lovász [8, 6.23]. We are going to show the counterparts of these simple resu
the number of subtrees.

Theorem 3.1. The n-vertex path Pn−1 has
(
n+1

2

)
subtrees, fewer than any other tree on n

vertices. The star K1,n−1 has 2n−1+n−1 subtrees, more than any other tree on n vertices.

Proof. For T = Pn−1 (the path withn vertices),F(T ) is the number of ways to choos
a subpath (the number of ways to choose 2 out ofn vertices as the end-vertices for t
subpath, allowing that the 2 vertices being the same), soF(Pn−1) = (

n+1
2

)
.

For anyn-vertex treeT , let V (T ) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Then, for any 1� i � j � n,
PT (vi, vj ) is a subtree ofT , soF(T ) �

(
n+1

2

) = F(Pn−1). If T is not a path, then it has
vertex of degree� 3. This vertex and its 3 neighbors define a subtree not counted b
PT (vi, vj )’s, and thereforeF(T ) >

(
n+1).
2
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It is easy to see thatF(K1,n−1) = 2n−1+n−1. We will show by induction onn, that for
any non-starn-vertex treeT , F(K1,n−1) > F(T ). The base casen = 1 holds vacuously.

For anyn � 2, suppose the claim holds for trees with fewer thann vertices. LetT be
a tree that maximizesF(T ) amongn-vertex trees. Consider 2 adjacent verticesx, y of T ,
let X, Y be the two components ofT − xy after deleting the edgexy, such thatx ∈ X

andy ∈ Y . Let us use the notationa = |V (X)|, b = |V (Y )|. Then we havea + b = n.
According to the decomposition,

F(T ) = F(X) + F(Y ) + fX(x)fY (y) � F(K1,a−1) + F(K1,b−1) + 2a−1+b−1 (1)

� 2a−1 + 2b−1 + n − 2+ 2n−2 � 2n−1 + 1+ n − 2= F(K1,n−1), (2)

since the function 2x−1 + 2n−x−1 is maximized on the interval[1, n − 1] precisely in the
endpoints of that interval.

Equality holds in (1) and (2) if and only ifa = 1 andY is a star, orb = 1 andX is a star.
In both cases,T is a star as well. Thus, the induction step is completed.�

To present our main results, we have to give more definitions. Call a rooted binar
ordered, if for everyk � 1, the vertices at heightk are put in a linear order, such that ifu

andv are vertices at heightk + 1, and they have distinct parents, then the order betweu

andv at heightk + 1 is the same as the order of their parents at heightk.
A rooted binary tree isgood, if

(i) the heights of any two of its leaf vertices differ by at most 1;
(ii) the tree can be ordered such that the parents of the leaves at the greatest heig

a final segment in the ordering of vertices at the next-to-greatest height.

For brevity, we often refer to such trees asrgood binary trees. A single-vertex rooted binar
tree is also rgood.

A binary tree isgood, if it is obtained from two rgood binary treesT1 andT2 by joining
their roots with an edge, if

(i) for any two leaves, their respective heights inT1 and/orT2 differ by at most 1;
(ii) at least one ofT1 andT2 is complete.

Note that good and rgood binary trees areunique in the following sense: if we have tw
good (rgood) binary trees with same number of vertices, then we can label their ve
such that they are isomorphic to each other. The concept ofheight can be naturally extende
to vertices of good binary trees, as shown on Fig. 1.

Fischermann, Hoffmann, Rautenbach, Székely, and Volkmann [4] proved:

Theorem 3.2. Among binary trees with n leaves, precisely the binary caterpillar tree max-
imizes the Wiener index.

Fischermann et al. [4], and independently Jelen and Triesch [5] proved:
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Fig. 1. An rgood binary tree (on the left) and a goodbinary tree (on the right). Vertices at heightk of the rgood
binary tree and of the two rgood parts of the good binary tree are shown on the lineR × k.

Theorem 3.3. Among binary trees with n leaves, precisely the good binary tree minimizes
the Wiener index.

We proved in [10]:

Theorem 3.4. Among binary trees with n leaves, precisely the good binary tree maximizes
the number of subtrees.

We publish the proof of Theorem 3.4 in a separate paper because of its length. In t
paper we also solve the corresponding minimization problem:

Theorem 3.5. For any n � 2, precisely the n-leaf binary caterpillar tree, which has 2n+1 +
2n−2 − n − 4 subtrees, minimizes the number of subtrees among n-leaf binary trees.

We postpone the proof of Theorem 3.5 to a later section.
We see here an amazing and not yet understood relationship between the Wiene

and the number of subtrees. Unfortunately this relationship does not extend as ex
After the results presented in this section, it might be natural to conjecture that “w
certain classes of trees of a fixed parameter, the smallerF(T ) is, the biggerσ(T ) is”.

However, using the tree in Fig. 2 we construct binary treesT ′ andT ′′, such thatF(T ′) >

F(T ′′) andσ(T ′) > σ(T ′′).
In the binary treeT in Fig. 2,x andy are leaves;T1 − {v1} is a complete binary tree o

height 3 on 15 vertices;T2 − {v2} is a complete binary tree of height 2 on 7 vertices;T3 is
a binary caterpillar tree on 10 vertices;T4 is a binary caterpillar tree on 16 vertices.

Let Ai = fTi (vi), Bi = gTi (vi), Ni = |V (Ti)| for i = 1,2,3,4. Simple calculations
show thatA1 = 677,A2 = 26,A3 = 47,A4 = 383, N1 = N4 = 16,N2 = 8,N3 = 10. It
is easy to verify that

fT (x) = 1+ A1 + A1A2 + A1A2A3 + 2A1A2A3A4,

fT (y) = 1+ A4 + A4A3 + A4A3A2 + 2A4A3A2A1,

Fig. 2. Constructing a counterexample.
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gT (x) =
4∑

i=1

(Bi + iNi) = 126+
4∑

i=1

Bi,

gT (y) =
4∑

i=1

(B5−i + iN5−i ) = 124+
4∑

i=1

Bi,

and thereforegT (x) > gT (y). Also,

fT (x) − fT (y) = (A1 − A4)(1+ A2A3) + (A1A2 − A3A4) = 359163> 0.

Take any rooted binary treeX with root r, which has more than one vertex. DefineT ′
as the union ofT andX with x being identified withr, and defineT ′′ be the union ofT
andX with y being identified withr. Then we have the counterexample by

F
(
T ′) − F

(
T ′′) = fX(r)

(
fT (x) − fT (y)

)
> 0,

σ
(
T ′) − σ

(
T ′′) =

∑
v∈V (X)

dX(v, r)
(
gT (x) − gT (y)

)
> 0.

4. Alternative binary representation of integers

To find a formula for the number of subtrees of rgood and good binary trees will re
a novel unique representation of the numbern > 1 as a sum of powers of 2 that we w
write as

n =
l∑

i=1

2ki . (3)

We describe this representation recursively. We definek1 by the inequality 2k1 � 2n/3 <

2k1+1. If we have already definedk1, k2, . . . , ki−1 and
∑i−1

t=1 2kt < n, thenki is defined as
follows: if n − ∑i−1

t=1 2kt = 2m for somem, thenki = m and we have the terminal term
the representation. Otherwise defineki by the inequality

2ki � 2

3

(
n −

i−1∑
t=1

2kt

)
< 2ki+1.

The definition ofk1 differs only in one aspect from the definition of the genericki : in
the first step powers of two are split further, while in the generic step they are not
means in particular that for anyn > 1, we havel � 2. If l = 2, thenk2 + 1 � k1 � k2 � 0,
andk1 = k2 if and only if n = 2k1+1. We always havek1 = �log2(2n/3)�.

The representation is clearly unique and has the properties that the terms are d
ing: k1 � k2 � · · ·; and that the representation is hereditary in the following sense: ifn is
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represented as
∑l

i=1 2ki , then for allj � l − 1

l∑
i=j

2ki (4)

is the representation of the numerical value of the sum in (4).
We use a simple lemma from [10]:

Lemma 4.1. Assume that removing the root of a rooted binary tree T , we obtain two rgood
induced subtrees, T1 and T2. Assume further that T1 has no more leaves than T2. Now T is
rgood if and only if one of the following conditions hold:

(i) h(T1) = h(T2), and T2 is complete;
(ii) h(T1) = h(T2) − 1, and T1 is complete.

Lemma 4.1 immediately implies that the terms in the novel binary representationn

correspond to the following procedure decomposing rgood binary trees into a seq
of complete binary trees with the same total number of leaves. We give the decom
tion recursively. In the first step, if the rgood binary treeT on n > 1 leaves is complete
then the decomposition splits it into two isomorphic complete (and rgood) binary trees
later steps, if an emerging rgood binary tree is complete, we do not split it further.
emerging rgood binary tree is not complete, remove the root to obtain two induced
binary treesT1 andT2. If (i) from Lemma 4.1 applies, write downT2 and considerT1 for
further splitting. If (ii) from Lemma 4.1 applies, write downT1 and considerT2 for further
splitting. It is clear that in any case the first complete binary tree in the decompositio
at most 2/3 of the leaves ofT , but has more than 1/3 of them.

There is another simple lemma in [10] describing the structure of good binary tre

Lemma 4.2. Let us be given two rgood binary trees, T ′ and T ′′, such that h(T ′) � h(T ′′).
Join with an edge the roots of T ′ and T ′′ to obtain the binary tree T . Now T is good if and
only if one of the following conditions hold:

(i) h(T ′) = h(T ′′), and at least one of T ′ and T ′′ is complete;
(ii) h(T ′) = h(T ′′) − 1, and T ′ is complete.

It is clear from Lemma 4.2 that the novel binary representation also describes n
ically splitting the good binary tree into two rgood binary trees by deleting the edge
R × 0, and then splitting further the arising rgood binary treesas described above for th
decomposition of rgood binary trees.

5. Closed formula for the number of subtrees in good binary trees

An interesting question remaining after Theorem 3.4 is to calculateF(T ) whenT is a
good binary tree withn leaves. This will be done by solving a number of recurrences
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Rn denote the rgood binary tree onn leaves, rooted at the vertexr of degree 2. (Recall tha
Rn is unique up to isomorphism.) Letfn denote the number of subtrees ofRn containing
the root, i.e.,fn = fRn(r). Notice that we suppressed the root and the tree in the not
fn. Observe the initial valuesf1 = 1, f2 = 4. Next, letFn denote the total number o
subtrees inRn, i.e.,Fn = F(Rn). Observe the initial valuesF1 = 1, F2 = 6. LetGn denote
the good binary tree onn leaves. The plan to computeF(Gn) is the following: we evaluate
f2k , F2k , Fn, andF(Gn) in this order.

Counting theempty subtree as well withfn + 1, it is not hard to see the followin
recurrence relationship for allk � 1:

(f2k + 1) = (f2k−1 + 1)2 + 1, (5)

andf1 = 1. Fortunately, Aho and Sloane [2] solved the recurrence relation (5) explic

f2k = ⌊
q2k+1⌋ − 1 (6)

for k � 0, where�a� is the floor function ofa, and

q = exp

( ∞∑
i=0

2−i−1 ln

(
1+ 1

f2i

))
= exp

(
1

2
ln2+ 1

4
ln

5

4
+ 1

8
ln

26

25
+ 1

16
ln

677

676
+ · · ·

)
.

Numericallyq = 1.502837. . . . For further details, see [2].
Observe thatF1 = 1 and that for allk � 1 the following recurrence relation holds:

F2k = 2F2k−1 + f2k = f2k + 2f2k−1 + 4f2k−2 + · · · + 2k−1f21 + 2kF1. (7)

Using (6), it is easy to solve (7) by

F2k =
k−1∑
i=0

2i
⌊
q2k−i+1⌋ + 1. (8)

Next, we try to computefn based on the representation ofn in (3), using the following
more general version of (5):

(fn + 1) = (f2k1 + 1)(fn−2k1 + 1) + 1. (9)

As we noted in Section 4, for everyn > 1 we havel � 2. Therefore, iterating (9) yields

(fn + 1) =
l−2∑
i=1

i∏
j=1

(f2kj + 1) +
l∏

j=1

(f2kj + 1) + 1

=
l−2∑ i∏⌊

q2kj +1⌋ +
l∏ ⌊

q2kj +1⌋ + 1. (10)

i=1 j=1 j=1
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Observe that using the decomposition ofRn described in Section 4 to generalize (7),
obtain a recursion forFn as well:

Fn = F2k1 + Fn−2k1 + fn. (11)

Solving (11) by iteration over the same decomposition, we obtain

Fn =
l∑

i=1

F2ki +
l−1∑
i=1

f∑l
j=i 2kj =

l∑
i=1

(
ki−1∑
j=0

2j
⌊
q2ki−j+1⌋ + 1

)
+

l−1∑
i=1

f∑l
j=i 2kj . (12)

Notice that (12) still containsf -terms. Using (10) we substitute them by explicit terms
i � l − 1:

f∑l
j=i 2kj =

l−2∑
j=i

j∏
s=i

⌊
q2ks+1⌋ +

l∏
j=i

⌊
q2kj +1⌋;

and then express explicitlyFn:

Fn =
l∑

i=1

(
ki−1∑
j=0

2j
⌊
q2ki−j+1⌋ + 1

)
+

l−1∑
i=1

(
l−2∑
j=i

j∏
s=i

⌊
q2ks+1⌋ +

l∏
j=i

⌊
q2kj +1⌋)

. (13)

Next, observe for alln > 1 the identity

F(Gn) = Fn − 1− f2k1 − fn−2k1 (14)

holds, and gives an explicit formula toF(Gn) in view of (3), (6), (10), and (13). Indeed
(14) is true for the following reason. Letr denote the root ofRn, let its neighbors bex and
y, such thatx is the root of the subtree of 2k1 leaves. Categorise the subtrees ofRn by the
following cases:

(1) does not contain any ofr, x, y;
(2) containsx but notr;
(3) containsy but notr;
(4) contains all ofx, y, r.
(5) the one-vertex treer;
(6) containsr andx but noty—there aref2k1 of them;
(7) containsr andy but notx—there arefn−2k1 of them.

Deletingr and joiningx to y establishes a bijection between subtrees ofGn and subtrees
of Rn in the cases (1)–(4).

From the formula (14) and (16) one can obtainF(Gn) for small values ofn as shown in
the table below. The table also includesF ∗(Gn), the number of subtrees ofGn containing
at least one leaf. Formula (16) will determineF ∗(Gn).
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n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

fn 1 4 10 25 55 130 286
Fn 1 6 17 37 78 173 340
F(Gn) 3 11 28 63 143 304
F ∗(Gn) 3 10 25 57 132 287

6. Some proofs

The main goal of this section is to prove Theorem 3.5. We do not give howeve
simplest proof that we know. Instead, we prove two lemmas that we need in [10] to
Theorem 3.4. In Sections 7 and 8 we twist these lemmas further to adapt them for t
solution of two other extremal problems, also optimized by good trees among binary
with given number of vertices and leaves.

Consider the treeT in Fig. 3, with leavesx andy, andPT (x, y) = xx1 . . . xnzyn . . . y1y

(xx1 . . . xnyn . . . y1y) if dT (x, y) is even (odd), for anyn � 0.
After the deletion of all the edges ofPT (x, y) from T , some connected componen

will remain. LetXi denote the component that containsxi , let Yi denote the componen
that containsyi , for i = 1,2, . . . , n, and letZ denote the component that containsz. Set
ai = fXi (xi) andbi = fYi (yi) for i = 1, . . . , n, andc = fZ(z).

Lemma 6.1 [10]. In the situation described above, if ai � bi for i = 1,2, . . . , n, then
fT (x) � fT (y). Furthermore, fT (x) = fT (y) if and only if n = 0 or ai = bi for all i .

If we have a treeT with leavesx andy, and two rooted treesX andY , then we can
build two new trees, firstT ′, by identifying the root ofX with x and the root ofY with y,
secondT ′′, by identifying the root ofX with y and the root ofY with x. Under the circum-
stances below we can tell which composite tree has more subtrees.

Lemma 6.2 [10]. If fT (x) > fT (y) and fX(x) < fY (y), then we have

F
(
T ′′) > F

(
T ′).

We use Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 to prove Theorem 3.5.

Proof. Let Cn denote the binary caterpillar withn � 2 leaves as in Fig. 5. First we a
going to calculateF(Cn). We start with observingF(C2) = 3. For n � 3 we have the
following recurrence relationship forF(Cn):

F(Cn) = F(Cn−1) + 3fCn−1(vn−1) + 2,

Fig. 3. PathPT (x, y) connecting leavesx andy.
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Fig. 4. Switching subtrees rooted atx andy.

whereF(Cn−1) is the number of subtrees ofCn which contain neither ofvn nor un−1;
3fCn−1(vn−1) + 2 is the number of subtrees ofCn which containun−1 but notvn, vn but
not un−1, or bothun−1 andvn. Also, we have the following recurrence relationship
fCn(vn):

fCn(vn) = 2fCn−1(vn−1) + 1,

since for each subtreeS of Cn−1 counted infCn−1(vn−1), T1 = S ∪ {vn} andT2 = S ∪
{vn}∪ {un−1} is each a subtree ofCn that containsvn. And 1 in the formula countsvn itself
as a subtree ofCn that containsvn.

It follows thatfCn(vn) = 2n−1+2n−2−1, asfC2(v2) = 2. Thus, we can easily calcula
thatF(Cn) = 2n+1 + 2n−2 − n − 4.

Let nowT be a binary tree withn leaves that minimizesF(T ), and suppose (for con
tradiction) thatT is not a caterpillar. Note that this impliesn � 3.

Let P = vmvm−1 . . . v1y be a longest path inT . Clearlym � 2. Thenvm andy must be
leaves. Letui be the neighbor ofvi that is not onP , for i = 1,2, . . . ,m − 1. Note that the
ui ’s exist, sinceT is a binary tree. It is easy to see thatum−1 andu1 must be leaves by th
choice ofP . Let

i0 = min
{
i ∈ {1,2, . . . ,m − 1} s.t.ui is not a leaf

}
,

i0 exists sinceT is not a caterpillar tree, and we haveT as shown in Fig. 6.
To use Lemma 6.1, substitute

x ← ui0; x1 ← vi0; y1 ← v1; . . . ,

then we haveX,X1, . . . , Y,Y1, . . . (and Z if necessary) respectively as in Lemma 6
Notice that we obtainY ← {y}, a single vertex tree, and observe thatfX(x) > fY (y), and
a1 > b1 = 2,ai = bi = 2 for all the otheri. By Lemma 6.1, we havefS(x) > fS(y), where
S = (T \X) ∪ {x}.

Fig. 5. A caterpillar tree withn leaves.
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Hence, we can apply Lemma 6.2 and it follows that if we interchangeX andY (which is
actually movingX to y), we will decreaseF(T ), while not changing the number of leav
Thus, we have a contradiction, and henceT is a caterpillar. �
7. Further relation between F(T ) and σ(T )

Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 have analogues, which we will outline below, which can be
to prove Theorems 3.2 and 3.3. First, notice that for two rgood binary treesT andT ′ with
rootsr andr ′ respectively, then one is always a subtree of the other. Therefore we ha

gT (r) > gT ′
(
r ′) ⇔ ∣∣V (T )

∣∣ >
∣∣V (

T ′)∣∣ and

gT (r) = gT ′
(
r ′) ⇔ ∣∣V (T )

∣∣ = ∣∣V (
T ′)∣∣.

Consider now the same tree as in Lemma 6.1, shown at Fig. 3, and seta′
i = gXi (xi), Ni =

|V (Xi)| andb′
i = gYi (yi), Mi = |V (Yi)| for i = 1,2, . . . , n, andc′ = gZ(z), N = |V (Z)|.

(Note thatz andZ exist if and only ifdT (x, y) is even.)

Lemma 7.1. If Ni � Mi for i = 1,2, . . . , n, then gT (x) � gT (y). Furthermore, gT (x) =
gT (y) if and only if n = 0 or Ni = Mi for any 1 � i � n.

Proof. If z andZ occur, then

gT (x) =
n∑

i=1

iNi + (n + 1)N +
n∑

j=1

(2n + 2− j)Mj +
n∑

i=1

a′
i +

n∑
j=1

b′
j + c′ + 2n,

gT (y) =
n∑

i=1

iMi + (n + 1)N +
n∑

j=1

(2n + 2− j)Nj +
n∑

i=1

a′
i +

n∑
j=1

b′
j + c′ + 2n,

and it is not hard to see that

gT (x) − gT (y) =
n∑

i(Ni − Mi) +
n∑

(2n + 2− j)(Mj − Nj )
i=1 j=1
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=
n∑

i=1

(2i − 2n − 2)(Ni − Mi) � 0,

with strict inequality ifNi > Mi for anyi ∈ {1,2, . . . , n}.
A similar argument works ifz andZ do not occur. �
Consider the treesT ′ andT ′′ in Lemma 6.2. Then we have

Lemma 7.2. If gT (x) < gT (y) and |V (X)| > |V (Y )|, then σ(T ′′) > σ(T ′).

Proof. Similar to the proof of Lemma 6.2, we only need to consider the paths which
tain one and only one ofx andy. ForT ′, the sum of the lengths of the paths which cont
x but noty is

gX(x)
∣∣V (T )

∣∣ + (
gT (x) − dT (x, y)

)∣∣V (X)
∣∣,

the sum of the lengths of the paths which containy but notx is

gY (y)
∣∣V (T )

∣∣ + (
gT (y) − dT (x, y)

)∣∣V (Y )
∣∣.

Similarly, for T ′′, these two numbers are

gY (y)
∣∣V (T )

∣∣ + (
gT (x) − dT (x, y)

)∣∣V (Y )
∣∣,

and

gX(x)
∣∣V (T )

∣∣ + (
gT (y) − dT (x, y)

)∣∣V (X)
∣∣.

Therefore

σ
(
T ′) − σ

(
T ′′) = gT (x)

∣∣V (X)
∣∣ + gT (y)

∣∣V (Y )
∣∣ − gT (x)

∣∣V (Y )
∣∣ − gT (y)

∣∣V (X)
∣∣

= (
gT (x) − gT (y)

)(∣∣V (X)
∣∣ − ∣∣V (Y )

∣∣) < 0. �
Using arguments similar to those in the proofs of Theorems 3.5, 3.2 about the

mization of the Wiener index among binary trees can be proved using the lemmas
To obtain an alternative proof to Theorem 3.3 of Fischermann et al. [4] about the
mization of the Wiener index among binary trees, one has to repeat, mutatis mutan
proof of Theorem 3.4, as it is written in [10]. For guidance, we state below the most c
lemma. Before that, we have to make some additional definitions and conventions.

If T is a rooted binary tree with rootr, andr1, r2 are the children ofr, then we will
simply writeT1 for T (r1) andT2 for T (r2). We assign the labelsr1 andr2 according the
following rule: |V (T2)| � |V (T1)|. Ti will be rooted atri , i = 1,2. We define recursivel
Ti1i2...ik1 andTi1i2...ik2 to be the two rooted binary trees induced by the children of the
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of Ti1i2...ik , if Ti1i2...ik is not a single vertex, whereij ∈ {1,2}, j = 1,2, . . . , k. We assign
the labelsri1i2...ik1 andri1i2...ik2 according the following rule:∣∣V (Ti1i2...ik2)

∣∣ �
∣∣V (Ti1i2...ik1)

∣∣. (15)

We complete the recursive definition by lettingri1i2...ik be the root forTi1i2...ik .

Lemma 7.3. Assume T is a binary tree that minimizes σ(T ) among n-leaf binary trees.
Assume that T is divided into two rooted subtrees T ′, T ′′ by the removal of the edge v′v′′
as shown in Fig. 4 in [10]. Then, if for all k � 1 the inequalities∣∣V (

T ′)∣∣ >
∣∣V ((

T ′′)
2...21︸︷︷︸
k 2′s

)∣∣

hold, then T ′′ is rgood.

The complete proof is available in [12].

8. Subtrees with at least one leaf

Knudsen [7] provided a multiple parsimony alignment with affine gap cost using a ph
logenetic tree. In bounding the time complexity of his algorithm, a factor was the nu
of so-called “acceptable residue configuration”. In our terms, it is the number of subtre
containing at least one leafvertex. Knudsen estimated the maximum number of accep
residue configurations over all binary trees. Here we show that good binary trees ha
largest number of acceptable residue configurations and provide a formula to compute t
number of them. Knudsen’s estimate easily follows from the formula.

To complement our earlier results, we show that caterpillar trees minimize the nu
of acceptable residue configurations, and also study Knudsen’s problem for arbitrary tre

We give some formal definitions. For a treeT and a vertexv ∈ V (T ), let f ∗
T (v) denote

the number of subtrees ofT which containv and at least one leaf different fromv; and
let F ∗(T ) denote the number of subtrees ofT which contain at least one leaf. IfT is a
single-vertex tree, thenf ∗

T andF ∗ vanishes on it.

Theorem 8.1. Among trees on n � 3 vertices, the path Pn−1 minimizes F ∗ with
F ∗(Pn−1) = 2n−1; while the star K1,n−1 maximizes F ∗ with F ∗(K1,n−1) = 2n−1+n−2.

Proof. ForT = Pn−1, F ∗(T ) = F(Pn−1) − F(Pn−3) = 2n − 1.
For anyn-vertex treeT , let V (T ) = {v1, v2, . . . , vn}. Let v1, vn be two of the leaves

of T (since a treeT has at least 2 leaves forn � 3). Then, for any 1� i � n, PT (v1, vi)

andPT (vn, vi) are subtrees ofT that contain at least a leaf, soF ∗(T ) � 2n−1 (PT (v1, vn)

was counted twice in the above analysis). IfT is not a path, then it has at least another le
sayv2, then the single vertexv2 is not counted, and thereforeF ∗(T ) > 2n − 1.

It is easy to see thatF ∗(K1,n−1) = F(K1,n−1) − 1 = 2n−1 + n − 2.
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For anyn-vertex treeT , F ∗(T ) = F(T ) − F(H) whereH is the subtree obtained b
deleting all the leaves ofT . We already know thatF(T ) � F(K1,n−1) = 2n−1 +n− 1. For
n � 3, T have at least one vertex that is not a leaf, and henceF(H) � 1. Thus,F ∗(T ) �
F(K1,n−1) − 1 = 2n−1 + n − 2.

Equality holds in the above if and only ifT = K1,n−1. �
Theorem 8.2. If T is a binary tree that maximizes F ∗(T ) among n-leaf binary trees, then T

must be good.

Theorem 8.3. Among n-leaf binary trees, the caterpillar tree minimizes F ∗(T ).

We will publish the proof of Theorem 8.2, which is even more complicated than t
proof of Theorem 3.4 in [10], in a separate paper. The draft of the proof is already ava
in [11]. The proof of Theorem 8.3 will be available in [12].

Using the notationGn from Section 5, we have that

Theorem 8.4. The maximum value of F ∗(T ) among n-leaf binary trees is

F ∗(Gn) =
{

F(Gn) − F(Gn/2) if n even,
F(Gn) − 2F(G(n−1)/2)/3− F(G(n+1)/2)/3− 1/3 if n odd. (16)

Proof. The maximizing tree is good, soT = Gn, andF(Gn) counts all of its subtrees.
n is even, then for correction, fromF(Gn) we have to subtract the number of subtrees
H , whereH is the tree obtained fromT deleting all leaves. Ifn is even, thenH is also a
good binary tree, but onn/2 vertices.

If n is odd, then there is a problem: after the deletion of leaves the remaining tree
binary.

Make a drawing ofGn as described at the definition of goodness, and label the le
from left to right asv1, v2, . . . , vn. Letvk be the last leaf of heighth(Gn)− 1. Thenk must
be odd. Letx be the parent ofvk andu be the other child ofx. Observe that the childre
of u arevk+1 andvk+2 (see Fig. 7). Again, letH be obtained fromGn by deleting all
leaves, and letG(n−1)/2 be obtained fromH by deletingu. Then we have

F ∗(Gn) = F(Gn) − F(H) (17)

and

F(H) = F(G(n−1)/2) + 1+ fG(n−1)/2(x). (18)

Observe the identity

3fG(n−1)/2(x) = F(G(n+1)/2) − F(G(n−1)/2) − 2. (19)

We justify (19) with a case analysis referring to Fig. 7. A subtree ofG(n+1)/2 = H ∪
{(x, vk)} can be a{u}, {vk}, a subtree ofG(n−1)/2 = H \ {u}, or a subtree ofG(n−1)/2 =
H \ {u} containingx with one or two elements of{u,vk} added.
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Fig. 7. Left:Gn; right: H , H \ {u} = G(n−1)/2 andH ∪ {(x, vk)} = G(n+1)/2.

Now the second case of (16) follows from Eqs. (17), (18), and (19).�

9. The subtree core of a tree

Much research has been devoted to define the “middle part” of a tree. The firs
result is due to Jordan [6]. In a treeT , thebranch weight of a vertexv, bw(v), is the max-
imum number of edges over all subtrees ofT which containv as a leaf. By definition, the
centroid C(T ) of T is the set of vertices minimizing the branch weight. Jordan [6] sho
that eitherC(T ) = {c}, andbw(c) � (n − 1)/2, or C(T ) = {c1, c2}, wherec1 andc2 are
adjacent vertices withbw(c1) = bw(c2) = (n − 1)/2, and in both cases all other vertic
have branch weight strictly exceedingn/2. Zelinka [13] gave an alternative characteri
tion of the centroid:C(T ) contains exactly those verticesu of V (T ), which minimize the
distance function of vertices, i.e.,gT (u) = ∑

v∈V dT (u, v).
Jordan [6] also defined thecenter of a treeT , as the set of vertices minimizing th

function eccentricity ecc(u) = maxv∈V (T ) dT (u, v), and showed that the center conta
one vertex or two adjacent vertices. (For a contemporary reference, see [8, 6.21 and
Ádám [1] studied further concepts of centrality in trees.

Here we are going to define the “middle part” of a tree in a new way. Recall thatfT (v)

denotes the number of those subtrees ofT , which containv. Define thesubtree core of T

as the set of vertices maximizingfT (v).

Theorem 9.1. The subtree core of any tree T contains one or two vertices, and if the
subtree core contains two vertices, then they must be adjacent.

Proof. First we are going to show thatfT is strictly concave along any path ofT , and
hencefT is maximized at a single vertex or two adjacent vertices on any path ofT .

For any treeT (Fig. 8), consider three verticesx, y, z such thatxy, yz ∈ E(T ). Let X,
Y , Z denote the components containingx, y, z after the removal of the edgesxy andyz

from T . Observe the identities

Fig. 8.x, y, z are the roots ofX, Y , Z respectively.
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Fig. 9. An example showing that the three “middle of the tree” concepts are distinct.

fT (x) = fX(x) + fX(x)fY (y) + fX(x)fY (y)fZ(z),

fT (z) = fZ(z) + fZ(z)fY (y) + fZ(z)fY (y)fX(x),

fT (y) = fY (y) + fX(x)fY (y) + fZ(z)fY (y) + fX(x)fY (y)fZ(z).

ComparingfT (x) + fT (z) and 2fT (y), we obtain

2fT (y) − fT (x) − fT (z) = 2fY (y) + (
fX(x) + fZ(z)

)(
fY (y) − 1

)
> 0,

and thereforefT (.) is strictly concave along any path ofT . If fT (v) were maximized in
3 different vertices ofT , then any two of them must be consecutive on some path, w
yields a contradiction. �

Next, we are going to show that the concept of the subtree core differs from bo
the concepts of the center and centroid. Consider treeT0 in Fig. 9. The center is{x}, the
centroid is{y}, while the subtree core is{z}.

Similar to the subtree core, we define thef ∗-subtree core of a treeT as the set o
vertices maximizingf ∗

T (v).

Theorem 9.2. Assume that the tree T has no vertices of degree 2. Then the f ∗-subtree core
of the tree T contains one or two vertices, and if the f ∗-subtree core contains two vertices,
then they must be adjacent.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 9.1, it is enough to show thatf ∗
T is strictly concave

along any path ofT .
For any treeT (Fig. 8), consider three verticesx, y, z such thatxy, yz ∈ E(T ). Let X,

Y , Z denote the components containingx, y, z after the removal of the edgesxy andyz

from T . “Cancelling” with subtrees containing bothx, y and a leaf (bothy, z and a leaf),
we obtain the identities

f ∗
T (y) − f ∗

T (x) = f ∗
Y∪Z(y) − f ∗

X(x),

f ∗
T (y) − f ∗

T (z) = f ∗
X∪Y (y) − f ∗

Z(z).

Since the degree ofx andy is not 2,Y \ {y} is not empty and hencef ∗
Y∪Z(y) > f ∗

Z(z) and
f ∗

X∪Y (y) > f ∗
X(x). Comparingf ∗

T (x) + f ∗
T (z) and 2f ∗

T (y), we obtain

2f ∗
T (y) − f ∗

T (x) − f ∗
T (z) = f ∗

Y∪Z(y) + f ∗
X∪Y (y) − f ∗

X(x) − f ∗
Z(z) > 0. �
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Note. The result above is not true for every tree. Take for example the pathT = Pn, where
every non-leaf vertex is in thef ∗-subtree core.

10. Open problems

It is not difficult to design a recursive algorithm that would compute the numbe
subtrees of a tree in a time bounded by a polynomial ofn, the number of vertices. W
wonder if there is some kind offormula to compute the number of subtrees in a tree.

Let us restrict the discussion to binary trees. We conjecture that our results can b
eralized for “subtrees with at leastk leaves” for any fixed value ofk. We conjecture tha
“Wiener index” in our results can be substituted by “sum of interleaf distances” or “su
distances between leaves and internal vertices”. It looks like that all these problem
be handled by exchanging branches of the tree, such that “heavy” parts move towa
“middle”. Such arguments were explicitly present in [4]. However, a unified approa
these solved and unsolved problems is still missing.
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